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The English Debating Society is a society of 45 members at present.
The society aims to inculcate a culture of debate and discussion
among its members, makes them question the apparent and also has
a vision of extending these qualities beyond its society members
The members participate in various tournaments happening over the
year. We participate in almost all tournaments held by colleges of
Delhi University and also host our annual event- Natasha Ranjit
Memorial Debate, mostly in the month of March. This event has a
footfall of 200-300 people.

Beyond just debates we also
conduct information session on
various topics. These sessions
are open to all JMC students.
The sessions are conducted by
members of the society and are
extremely benefiting for
whoever attends.

ABOUT THE SOCIETY
How do we get funds?
Funds are needed at the time of constructing our own debate and debate and are collected by a
free from the participant as well as reaching out to sponsors from everywhere.
Recently, the maximum amount was collected from the registration fee (250/ participant) itself and
sponsors like TIME, Bisleri, Borosil, etc also had something to offer.
How many people participate in NRMD?
About 400 participants take place in every tournament, including, NRMD
What all activities do we include?
The following activities are conducted by us as a society
- NRMD annually
- Conventionally debating- annually
- Information sessions- weekly
Sessions we have already covered:
- International relations
- Contemporary feminism
- Economics
- Political philosophy

ABOUT THE SOCIETY
What forms of debating do we practice?
The form of debating is Asian Parliamentary debate, 3 on 3.
However, Asian Parliamentary 2 on 2 is also taught and is what our
tournament is.
How often do we conduct mocks?
Every member is expected to moc three times a week, therefore
there is one mock taking place every day. Moreover, we also have
additional information sessions, which is now open for every student
in the college to attend.
How often do we participate in debates?
One tournament takes place every weekend and a minimum of one
team, comprising of 3 people and one adjudicator participates in
each team.
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EDS COUNCIL (2020-21)

International Rotary-Rotaract Debate
It is a proud moment for Jesus & Mary college as two of our students; Ishani Mukherjee (third
year student pursuing Sociology Honours, Vice President of the English Debating Society
2019-20) , and Pramiti Singh (recent Sociology Honours graduate, President of the English
Debate Society 2019-20) emerged as proud winners in the International Rotary-Rotaract
Debate, organised by the Rotaract Club of Delhi South where they represented Team India.

International Rotary-Rotaract Debate
Ishani and Pramiti also emerged victorious in the preliminary qualifying regional round held on 13th
September 2020, as well as the prestigious National-Rotary Rotaract debate held on 3rd October, 2020
which saw participation from colleges such as Lady Shri Ram College for Women, IIM Calcutta and
Shaheed Sukhdev College of Business Studies.

ANNUAL EVENT
Natasha Ranjit Memorial Debate
THE ANNUAL PARLIAMENTARY DEBATE OF JESUS AND MARY COLLEGE

This tournament is a very celebrated
tournament especially in the DU Debating
circuit. All our members have been policing
the timings of other tournaments and so our
tournament is best known for its smooth
functioning based on the schedule. Moreover,
especially after the MeToo movement we
made it our chief goal to maintain the safe
space for women in the circuit. We had an all
Female Adjudicator Panel this time. NRMD
has attracted more than 400 students from all
over the country. It is one of the few
tournaments that allows outstation colleges to
participate.

55th A.D. SHROFF MEMORIAL ELOCUTION

he English Debating Society of Jesus and Mary College, invites you to
the 55th A.D. Shroff Memorial elocution competition.
1. Quest towards inclusive growth in India
2. Health for all: Reforming National Health Policy
3. Role of a model citizen in Indian democracy

CONVENTIONAL DEBATE 2020-21
Our society organised an intercollege
conventional debate amidst pandemic.
The debate was conducted virtually
and our members worked diligently
towards the success of our event by
reaching out to students of different
institutions and promoting it.The event
was adjudicated by Ms Pramiti (ex
president of EDS) and Dr. Jayanti Seth.

TOPIC- THB feminist movement
should encourage men to ‘lean out’
rather than encouraging women to
‘lean in’.

UPSKILLING SESSIONS 2021
TAKEAWAYS FROM THE PARLIAMENTARY DEBATE
SESSION
●

●

●
●
●

Parliamentary debate is a formal contest featuring critical analysis and rhetorical skill.
Participants represent the advocates for and against a motion for debate (also known as a
resolution or topic). One or more judges deliberate on the outcome of the contest.
This style of debate consists of a two-on-two parley, between the affirmative team , i.e., the
Government, which consists of the Prime Minister, Deputy Prime Ministers , the Government
Whip and the Negative team, i.e. , the Opposition, consisting of The Opposition Leader,
deputy opposition leaders and the opposition whip.
The judge is addressed as Mr. or Madam Speaker.
Parliamentary debate is extemporaneous. After the topic is announced, the teams have 15
minutes to prepare.
The debate begins with a set of four constructive speeches, so called because the critical
arguments in a debate are constructed and refined primarily in these speeches

UPSKILLING SESSIONS 2021
TAKEAWAYS FROM THE PARLIAMENTARY DEBATE
SESSION
●

Three different types of resolutions are common: policy resolutions, value resolutions, and
quotations. The three CFA tournaments will use all three: Round I, policy; Round II, value;
Round III, quotation; Round IV, policy; elimination rounds, quotation.

●

For all resolution types, the government's first obligation is to define terms. In general, this task will
only be crucial if the resolution is a quotation. The government must define the terms in the resolution
is such a way that the resulting case is (1) debatable (i.e. neither a truism nor a case that forces the
opposition into a morally repugnant position) and (2) does not require “specific knowledge” an
opposition team could not be reasonably expected to have.

●

Parliamentary debate is highly interactive. Debaters may rise during a debate to offer a point of
order, a point of personal privilege, or a point of information. Debaters may also heckle.
Two other matters might also be mentioned: “canned cases” and “time-space cases.”

●

UPSKILLING SESSIONS 2021
●

There were 8 sessions conducted in the span of 2 months.

●

The session introduced Asian structure of parliamentary debate.

●

The sessions were well planned and ingenious and gave the students
direction towards better understanding, structuring and conclusion of
their speech.

●

There were many activities conducted so that the students can
implement their learnings. The feedback received was encouraging and
optimistic.
MR. RAHUL MENON

●

The session concluded with the students attaining better understanding
of the workings of the parliamentary form of debating and
understanding the structured way of keeping their opinions and points of
view.

INSTRUCTOR

MOCK SESSIONS
The society members successfully conducted numerous mock sessions
while covering a plethora of topics including :
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Politics
History
Economics
international relations
parliament bills
Education
Health
Technology
Various ideologies
Nuclear energy
Finance related topic

INDIAN OIL DEBATE
●

The English Debating Society collaborates with the
Indian Oil Corporation Limited (IOCL) every year to
conduct a conventional debate that is hosted on
campus. The motion for the 2020 collaboration
was “Individual integrity is the key to eradicating
corruption for national prosperity”.

●

The competition was honoured by esteemed IOCL
officials- Dr. Harsh Sachdev (Executive Director
[Regional Services], Northern Region), Shri Sanjeev
Ralli (Chief Guest Manager [Vigilance], Northern
Region), Shri R. K. Shahab (Deputy General
Manager [Vigilance], Northern Region) and Lt. Col.
Yogesh Chandra (Deputy General Manager
[Administration], Northern Region); and the principal
of our college, Dr, Sandra Joseph.

INDIAN OIL DEBATE
❖
●

●

●

The principal addressed the crowd and read the
citizen integrity pledge, followed by Dr. Harsh Sachdev
addressing the audience with his inspiring words.
All the participants then presented their stance one by
one. There were six speakers for the motion and four
speakers against the motion. The debate was very
insightful and thought provoking as all the speakers
argued with their varying opinions.
The floor was open for a general discussion after the
completion of all the speeches, after which the results
were announced. The jury consisted of Dr. Molly (Asst.
Professor, Dept. of History), Dr. Meenakshi Kumar
(Asst. Professor, Dept. of Hindi) and Ms. Sunita
Narain (Associate Professor, Dept. of Mathematics).

The results were as follows:

Debaters
1st- Vishakha Singh (for the motion): English
2nd- Teena Thomas (for the motion): Hindi
Interjectors
1st- Anusha Singh: English
2nd- Pratibha Singh: English
3rd- Samiksha: Hindi

PROCEDURE OF SELECTION FOR FRESHERS

Every year there is a proper process of selection of first years into the society
that is to be followed and the same goes as follows:
1.
2.
3.

Students are shortlisted on the basis of their responses to the application form
released.
This is then followed by a group discussion (GD) round.
Applicants who clear the GD round are then screened through a personal
interview (PI) round. All these rounds are conducted by faculty and student
council
This year,
25 candidates were shortlisted out of a total of 250 applicants.

COURSE-WISE REPRESENTATION OF MEMBERS

